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ABSTRACT

Integration and synthesis of observations collected from diverse sources during field prog

is a difficult task. We propose a four-year project to improve methods to assimilate observa

collected as part of the Vertical Transport and Mixing Experiment (VTMX) field programs in

order to diagnose the three-dimensional wind and thermodynamic fields within the urban b

boundary layer. The diagnostic estimates of vertical motion will provide a means to test hyp

ses on vertical mixing during stable conditions and validate numerical simulations of vertica

transport and mixing. We intend specifically to quantify the relative contribution, within an ur

basin, of horizontal vs. vertical mass transport.
11
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1. Background and Significance

 Our proposed study focusses upon the following statement in the solicitation for propos

“Novel approaches for obtaining and interpreting remote sensing data, combining results fr

variety of instrument platforms, and relating these data to quantities that can be calculated

numerical models are also areas of research that are encouraged.” In particular, we propos

focus on the data integration aspects with direct linkages to both model evaluation and data

iation. While data assimilation has improved significantly in recent years for spatial scales gr

than 10 km, combining data collected at high temporal and spatial resolution is difficult and

requires additional research and development. For example, during VTMX Intensive Obser

Periods (IOPs), observations were often spaced on the order 100-1000 m in the horizontal a

m in the vertical.

The success of data assimilation is often judged by the degree to which it improves mo

simulations. However, since the underlying topography used in numerical models is heavily

smoothed to damp numerical instabilities, the initial state is quickly modified as the model fl

and thermodynamic fields adjust to the model’s terrain. In part, this rapid adjustment limits 

potential impact of the observations in complex terrain upon the skill of simulations. As will

discussed in this proposal, integration of all available observations into a ’consistent’ depictio

the atmospheric state serves other purposes in addition to providing the best possible initia

for model simulations.

The continuum of data assimilation methods extends from successive corrections to 4-d

sional variational approaches (Thiebaux and Pedder 1987; Daley 1991). Each approach ha

tations, especially when applied in urban basins during periods of stable stratification. For

example, successive correction techniques (Bergthorsson and Doos 1955; Cressman 1959;

1964), which use predefined weights as a function of distance between the locations of obs

tions and the analysis grid points, apply corrections determined from an observation on on

of a narrow mountain range that may not be representative of the conditions on the opposi
22
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of the range. Statistical interpolation methods (Eliassen 1954), which specify observational e

according to prescribed spatial patterns, do not consider how observational errors may dep

upon the local terrain and other underlying surface characteristics. Three-dimensional varia

methods (Parrish and Derber 1992; Courtier et al. 1998; Rabier et al. 1998; Andersson et al.

often impose dynamical constraints (e.g., thermal wind balance) that are not appropriate for

mountain-valley circulations. State-of-the-art adjoint techniques (Harms et al. 1992) focus u

minimizing future model forecast error (assuming a perfect model) rather than defining the a

(observed) state of the atmosphere. For example, if the model physical parameterizations o

cal mixing and transport are incomplete and lead to model error growth, then the initial stat

be adjusted to compensate for those deficiencies, often in a manner inconsistent with the o

tions.

At the University of Utah, the Advanced Regional Prediction System (Xue et al. 20

2001a,b) Data Assimilation System (ADAS) is used to generate analyses of meteorologica

ables over the western United States for a variety of applications (Lazarus et al. 2002). For

ple, ADAS analyses of surface fields (temperature, wind, relative humidity, and pres

typically incorporate over 2,000 surface weather observations each hour from Mesowest (H

al. 2002). ADAS 2-dimensional and three-dimensional analyses have been run routinely fo

eral years and considerable subjective experience has been gleaned with respect to the su

and deficiencies of the analyses.

During the 2000 VTMX field project, 3-dimensional analyses at 1 km horizontal res

tion were generated hourly for quick-look applications (Lazarus et al. 2002). We received f

able comments from many project scientists that these analyses were useful, both during an

the field project, for interpreting the temporal evolution of the stable boundary layer during

IOPs. Figure 1 provides an example of the surface wind field deduced from a 3-dimensiona

ysis during IOP-2 (1200 UTC 7 October, 2000) using surface observations, radiosondes, an
33
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1 (a) ADAS 1 km terrain (highest terrain, light colors; county lines, dashed;)
(b) 1200 UTC 7 October ADAS analysis. Streamlines (lines with arrows), surface

observations (full barb, 5 m s-1), interpolated wind speeds (contours, m s-1), and
county lines (dashed lines).
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ersondes (Holland 2002). The tethersonde data ingest required some minor modifications

analysis system and reflects the adaptability of ADAS to non-conventional data. For the

shown in Fig. 1, strong winds are evident in the northeast corner of the valley associated

weak downslope event while the wind field in the rest of the valley is dominated by mountain

ley circulations. This downslope wind event was also sampled by a lidar (Banta et al. 2002) w

radial wind field can also be assimilated into ADAS (see Section 3b).

Following the VTMX 2000 field program, it became apparent that the analysis appr

we were using had significant limitations when applied to the stable boundary layer in com

terrain. For example, we were not able to quantify the magnitude of the vertical mass tran

within the stable boundary layer relative to the horizontal mass transport to/from adjacent s

and canyons to the east and west (in the Salt Lake Valley), nor were we able to quantify the

zontal mass exchange through the Jordan Narrows to the south or over the Great Salt Lake

north. To a certain extent, we have been hampered by incomplete observations in critical a

the valley (for example, no continuous observations of wind were available at the northern e

of the valley or along the east bench). However, our greatest concern was that the current a

methodology has not been able to diagnose, using available observations, the basin-wide

motion with sufficient accuracy. The analyses were found to have considerable sensitivity

vertical and horizontal radii of influence, i.e., the range within which an observation influence

analysis at a particular grid point. Figure 2 (Holland 2002) provides an example of the shar

tical variations in static stability and wind in the stable boundary layer during IOP 2 (7 Oct

2000); our choice of a relatively large vertical radii of influence tended to wash out these com

vertical variations in stability and wind.
55
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Figure 2. Potential temperature (K) vs. pressure (mb) and vector wind (m s-1; full barb

equals 5 m s-1) from the Mt. Olivet tethersondes (solid, dash dot, dash) and Wheeler
Farm radiosonde (dotted line) on 7 October at: (a) 0400 UTC, (b) 0530 UTC, and (c
0900 UTC.
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Some of the deficiencies identified in the ADAS analyses during the 2002 VTMX fi

program have been resolved. For example, a consistent bias during most IOPs was that exc

ally strong radiative cooling in the Rush Valley, located immediately to the southwest of the

Lake Valley, contributed to temperature analyses in the Salt Lake Valley that were colder

observed, especially along the west slope of the Salt Lake Valley. In order to mitigate this pa

lar problem, we introduced an anisotropic term (e.g., Benjamin and Seaman 1985; Lanzing

Steinacker 1990; Otte et al. 2001) to ADAS to reduce across-mountain barrier influence of c

tions to the background field that are derived from surface observations in adjacent v

(Myrick 2003). As shown in Fig. 3, the inclusion of the anisotropic term helps to alleviate

problem. For example, the analysis is cooler over the Rush and Tooele Valleys because the

tropic term reduces the impact of the positive (warm) observation corrections from the Salt

Valley on the temperature analysis in the nearby valleys. Conversely, in the Salt Lake Valle

anisotropic analysis is warmer on the west slope and east bench because the effects of n

(cool) observational corrections from the Rush and Tooele Valleys are reduced. Also signific

the warming that occurs on the leeward side of the Wasatch Mountains in data void regions

warming is due to the restrictive nature of the anisotropic term, i.e., observation corrections

the western side of the mountains can no longer affect the analysis on the eastern side. As a

the analysis is closer to the background field (the analysis also trends toward the backgroun

in the data void Skull Valley).

In an attempt to further improve the analysis, we made an additional modificatio

ADAS by introducing a lake/sea mask that minimizes spreading corrections across coastal b

aries. This modification to ADAS is clearly evident in Fig. 3 over the Great Salt Lake, as obs

tions over the lake at this time are warmer than those in nearby valleys.
77



Figure 3. Difference in temperature (°C, shaded according to scale) between anisotropic
and non-anisotropic ADAS analyses for 1300 UTC 10 April 2003. Darker (lighter) shad-
ing indicates areas that were warmed (cooled) by the introduction of the anisotropic
term.
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Our proposed research will continue to build upon the prior research funded as part

VTMX program (Project ID DEFGO399ER62841). Our efforts have included:

• analyzing slope flows in a remote mountain basin (Clements 2001; Clements et al. 200

• providing VTMX researchers with access to existing observations in the vicinity of the S

Lake Valley (Doran et al. 2002)

• assisting with local coordination for the first VTMX field campaign during October 2000

•  documenting synoptic and mesoscale characteristics of conditions during the field cam

• examining in detail the evolution of IOP2, 7 October 2000, during which a weak downsl

wind event occurred (Holland 2002)

• the integration of non-standard data streams (e.g., tethersondes) into an analysis syste

• improving data assimilation methods for use in complex terrain (Lazarus et al. 2002; My

2003).

2. Objectives

The primary objective of the proposed study is to test and then implement an appropriate

ational constraint into ADAS that ‘balances’ the mass, temperature, and 3-dimensional win

fields. While balanced fields are a critical component of data assimilation at all scales of moti

is not clear what constraints are both appropriate and practical at the meso-gamma scale. 

mately, it is our goal to obtain the vertical motion field in an urban basin from the distributio

the underlying topography and observations of pressure, horizontal vector (or radial) wind,

stability. These mass balanced vertical motion fields will be determined diagnostically for th

IOPs fromall available observations on a high spatial resolution grid at frequent time interva

Using these grids, we intend to estimate the mass budget for the entire urban basin, partiti

the estimates into a within-basin contribution due to both vertical and horizontal mass trans

to/from adjacent slopes and canyons to the east and west, and the contributions due to ho

mass exchange through the Jordan Narrows/Traverse Ridge complex to the south and the
99
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Salt Lake to the north. We believe that these vertical motion fields will be of great interest to m

VTMX researchers.

In addition to the aforementioned proposed work, we anticipate the following efforts in s

port of this project:

• investigate (and develop analysis methods which account for) the sensitivity of the prede

horizontal and vertical weights employed in ADAS to ambient conditions, i.e., stability a

wind speed and direction.

• improve software required to assimilate the specialized observations available from the

and 2004 VTMX Field Experiments into ADAS.

• test the variational method(s) on data collected during IOPs of the October 2000 field pro

in order to compare the diagnosed vertical motion fields obtained during differing states o

stable boundary layer.

• generalize the ADAS analysis system so that analysis grids can be used to initialize an

date model simulations to be run by other modeling groups.

• support the VTMX program by accessing, archiving, and disseminating weather observa

collected from locations throughout the West.

•  deploy 7 portable surface weather stations in support of the 2004 VTMX field program 

coordination with another proposed study that includes participation from the University

Utah.

The work proposed herein encompasses all three principal categories as delineated in 

solicitation (Analysis of Existing Data Sets; Field Experiments; and Improvement of VTMX

Models and Modeling Approaches) and will serve to address, through data assimilation an

ysis, the following science issues that are central to the VTMX program:

• Identify and quantify the fundamental processes that control vertical transport for stable

transition boundary layers.
1010
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• Improve numerical simulations and forecasts of vertical transport and mixing during sta

and transition periods.

• Quantify the sensitivity of current local dispersion model predictions to variations in the tr

ment of vertical diffusivity and turbulence.

•  Determine the nature of (and where possible, quantify) the interaction of synoptic or te

induced flows with cold air pools in basins, and assess how such flows affect the forma

and erosion of those pools and the dispersion of pollutants in them.

The details regarding how the proposed research meets these core science issues of the

program and the steps required to meet the objectives defined above follow in the next sectio

view our contribution to the VTMX program as a modest project that has considerable potent

facilitate other observational and numerical studies as well as provide a means to conduct 

mental research that will benefit the understanding of urban stable boundary layers. We anti

that the diagnostic estimates of the 3-dimensional wind field will be used by many different

ence teams, for example, as a means to examine the consistency between different types o

vations or validate numerical simulations.

3. Research Design and Methods

a. Development of a mass conservation variational constraint

 High resolution meteorological analyses can provide both three dimensional wind fields

thermodynamic information from a limited set of observations. These analyses can then be

to diagnose the transport and dispersion of pollutants in an urban basin using, for example

Lagrangian trajectory models. However, the incomplete distribution of observations in the h

zontal and vertical, the lack of dynamically relevant constraints at the small scale, and the f

quent rejection of observations by analysis/forecast systems are some of the principal sour

error for defining a three-dimensional wind field that is consistent with the mass and tempe

fields. Most wind diagnostic techniques incorporate a form of mass conservation to ensure
1111
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their wind analysis is non-divergent (e.g., Sherman 1978; Ludwig 1991). Many of these mas

ance techniques include atmospheric stability information, which is important in complex te

in order to properly diagnose whether the wind field is directed around or over the topograp

Wind analyses over complex (and steep) terrain are difficult to obtain, in part because it

ficult to apply lower boundary conditions and, if a mass conservation constraint is applied in

three-dimensions, computationally expensive on scales of interest to the VTMX community

light of these aforementioned issues, we propose to implement first a modification to the tw

dimensional wind diagnostic technique currently used by ADAS. The immediate goal is to

develop an improved estimate of the vertical motion field that takes into account the thermo

namics/stability information made available by the ADAS temperature and moisture analyse

anticipate that the proposed work with the 2-dimensional adjustment will then lead to the dev

ment of a more complete 3-dimensional mass conserving variational constraint.

The version of ADAS at the University of Utah uses the National Center for Environmen

Prediction Rapid Update Cycle Version 2 (RUC2) 20-km resolution analysis for the initial ba

ground (first-guess) field. The background field is blended with observations using the Brat

method of successive corrections (Bratseth 1986). ADAS produces three-dimensional analy

pressure, temperature, relative humidity and thehorizontal wind components on a terrain-follow-

ing grid. Using the ADAS analysis winds (which are a ‘blended’ combination of the first-gue

RUC and all available surface and upper air observations), the vertical velocity isdiagnosed via

the O’Brien (1970) technique. The ADAS wind field is then ‘adjusted’ by minimizing the foll

ing functional J:

whereξ, η, andζ are the ADAS curvilinear coordinates,λ is the Lagrange multiplier, u and v are

the input horizontal wind components from the ADAS analysis, Wc is the contravariant vertical

velocity obtained from the O’Brien technique (O’Brien 1970),Ω is a two-dimensional coordinate

J u v λ, ,( ) u
a

u–( )
2

v
a

v–( )
2

λ ∂u
a

∂ξ
-------- ∂v

a

∂η
--------

∂Wc

∂ζ
----------+ + 

 



dΩ,+ +





Ω
∫= (1)
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surface (ξ, η), and the superscript ‘a’ denotes the adjusted wind components. Minimization o

with respect to ua and va yields two Euler-Lagrange equations,

Differentiating ua with respect toξ, and va with respect toη, we obtain a two-dimensional

Poisson equation in terms ofλ that can be solved iteratively. Onceλ is known, theadjusted wind

components are determined directly from (2).

Estimates of vertical velocity using the O’Brien technique are prone to error over complex

rain due in part to the spurious horizontal divergence associated with observational errors a

as errors related to the representativeness of observations in steep orography. These errors

removed by (1), since only the horizontal components are ‘adjusted’. Hence, the adjustmen

cess, which ensures that the horizontal components analyzed by ADAS are minimally adjust

a least squares sense) and satisfy mass conservation, forces the horizontal wind compone

carry the burden of balancing the three-dimensional wind field. The amount of ‘balancing’

required will likely be minimal as the adjustments to the horizontal flow forced by Eq. (1) ar

driven by the residual three-dimensional column-integrated divergence, which the O’Brien

method minimizes.

As a first step, we propose to improve the O’Brien method so that it incorporates inform

regarding the ambient static stability. In this manner, vertical motion estimates are therefore

pled both dynamically (through mass conservation) and thermodynamically (through static s

ity), thereby producing a more consistent three-dimensional wind field analysis in complex

terrain.

The O’Brien method can be defined as a minimization of the following functional

u
a

u
∂λ
∂ξ
------+=

v
a

v
∂λ
∂η
------+= .

(2)

J
u

*∂
ξ∂

-------- v
*∂

η∂
-------- αv

Wc
* a∂

ζ∂
-------------+ +

2

ζ,d
ζ
∫= (3)
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where u* = ρu, v* = ρv are the ‘analysis’ wind components and  is the adjuste

contravariant vertical velocity (multiplied by the air density). For the traditional O’Brien meth

the weightαv = 1.0. However, here we will specifyαv to be a function of the ambient stability.

Note thatαv can be constant across the domain or can vary both spatially and temporally. It ca

shown that the ‘modified’ O’Brien estimate of vertical velocity is

As mentioned previously, forαv = 1.0, Eq. (4) is the traditional O’Brien method. If we take

the difference between the mass conservation equation for an incompressible fluid and sub

that from our ‘modified’ mass conservation equation as defined in Eq. (3) we have

whereδ is the ‘extra’ divergence, i.e. deviation from actual mass conservation. Hence, the ve

motion obtained from the modified O’Brien method isconsistent with respect to mass conserva-

tion only if δ = 0. By ‘consistent’ we mean that the vertical velocity obtained via Eq. (3) (withδ =

0) doesnot exactly conserve mass because it is applied as a weak constraint. Note howeve

we then proceed to adjust the horizontal (ADAS analyzed) components via Eqs. (1) and (2

thereby ensuring that final wind field (post-adjustment) conserves mass.

Although the traditional O’Brien technique does not conserve mass exactly, its vertical mo

field minimizes the column divergence. The introduction of the weight,αv, essentially mitigates

the minimization process - producing excess three-dimensional divergence (over that of the

tional method). This excess divergence is then removed via adjustment of the horizontal velo

using Eqs. (1) and (2).

The basic idea behind the addition of a static stability parameter is to shift the burden of

balance from the vertical to the horizontal flow when the atmosphere is stably stratified (αv >> 1).

Wc
* a ρWc

a
=

Wc
* a ζ( ) 1

αv
------ ζ

H
---- u

*∂
ξ∂

-------- v
*∂

η∂
--------+ 

  ζ′ u
*∂

ξ∂
-------- v

*∂
η∂

--------+ 
  ζ′d

0

ζ

∫–d

0

H

∫ 
 
 

= (4)

Wc
* a∂

ζ∂
------------- αv 1–[ ] δ= (5)
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We propose here to take advantage of the thermodynamic information provided by ADAS t

determine the degree to which the horizontal flow is redirected around the topography. Follo

Sugiyama and Chan (1997), where

A local Strouhal (Str) number can be defined as

 The characteristic height, H, (which takes into account the terrain variation), and character

velocity field, U (magnitude of the horizontal flow) can be defined locally. For a neutral lapse

(Strouhal = 0),αv = 1.0 and the solution for the vertical motion is that for the traditional O’Br

technique. In the limit of increasing stability 1/αv approaches zero and thus Wc is not adjusted

(i.e. remains near zero everywhere in the column). As the stability increases, e

where, and thus mass balance is achieved [using Eq. (1)] by squeezing the divergence out

horizontal flow, which in turn should lead to larger adjustments in the analyzed horizontal co

nents of the wind.

Despite the global nature of the adjustments (i.e., adjustments in the wind field are dom

wide) associated with the minimization of Eq. (1), preliminary tests of the coupled two-dime

sional mass balance/modified O’Brien technique suggest that the approach is promising. H

ever, we anticipate the need for additional modifications in order to ensure that the analysis

remains constrained by local observations. These adjustments may include performing the

O’Brien technique between each of the multiple successive correction passes through the 

1
αv
------ e

1.5 Str( )1.5–
Str 0

1
αv
------ e

1.5 Str–( )1.5

Str 0<,=

≥,=

(6)

Str
HN
U

--------- N, g
θ
---

zd
dθ

zd
dθ, 0

Str
H
Ut
------–

1
t
---, g

θ
---

zd
dθ

–
zd

dθ, 0<= =

,≥= =
(7)

Wc
*∂ ζ∂⁄ 0∼
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and/or performing the 2-dimensional adjustment as defined by Eqs. (1) and (2) locally, i.e.,

subregions of the analysis domain at scales of motion relevant to VTMX.

A fully three-dimensional variational adjustment of the wind field to conserve mass as a

tion of stability is likely to be the best approach, and will be pursued during the latter years of

project. Lazarus et al. (2000) presented preliminary work on one approach to accomplish th

objective. While this approach shows promise, it requires considerable computational time 

solve for the balanced wind field at high spatial resolution.

b. Additional Improvements to ADAS

Lazarus et al. (2002) and Myrick (2003) have demonstrated ways in which ADAS can b

improved in order to diagnose the three-dimensional wind in stable boundary layers. Additi

modifications to ADAS that we intend to explore include adjusting the weights applied to th

ferences between observations and the background field as a function of the atmospheric 

e.g., increasing (decreasing) the horizontal (vertical) distance over which observation corre

are applied as the wind speed (stability) increases. Benjamin and Seaman (1985) have sho

benefits, for synoptic scales of motion, of defining the analysis weights as a function of both

speed and direction. Similar procedures might help to diagnose the vertical mixing and tran

associated with such phenomena as the penetration of the lake breeze into the Salt Lake V

during the afternoon transition period and nocturnal penetration of gap flows into the basin

 Based on the preliminary 3-dimensional analyses that we completed for the IOPs durin

October 2000 VTMX field campaign, additional software is required to improve the assimila

of the many specialized observations available from the 2000 and 2004 VTMX field experim

These changes range from simple ones, i.e., removing the assumption that rawinsonde ba

travel vertically, to the more complicated, i.e., the direct insertion of lidar radial wind observat

into the analysis. The latter requires modification of existing code for insertion of WSR-88D

radial wind observations. We also intend to improve our quality control algorithms to identify
1616
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discard observations that are not consistent thermodynamically and dynamically with nearb

observations in space and time.

In an effort to facilitate and encourage the use of the ADAS analyses, we also propose 

eralize the ADAS analysis system so that analysis grids can be used to initialize and evalu

model simulations performed by other modeling groups. We currently incorporate ADAS sur

analyses directly into MM5 model forecasts at the University of Utah and plan to include fu

dimensional boundary layer analyses into the initial state of the WRF model (a version of WR

now being tested at the University of Utah). Ideally, model initialization should be performe

using an analysis on the model’s native grid. Towards this end, we will assist other modelin

groups in their efforts to use ADAS in their model framework, which should in turn help to s

tematically test and evaluate turbulence, surface energy budget, and radiation parameteriza

their numerical models. While we have not established formal ties with laboratory scientists

have been funded for the next four years or other research groups applying for funding, initia

respondence regarding our proposed work with colleagues has been quite positive (a copy

pre-proposal was disseminated amongst our peers).

Testing and validation of the improved data assimilation procedures will be conducted u

the data collected from the October 2000 Salt Lake City VTMX field campaign. Observation

during several IOPs from surface meteorological towers, tethersondes, rawinsondes, profil

lidar, and sodars will be assimilated. We anticipate that these reanalyses will help to define

basin-scale vertical motion field and may help to document deficiencies in the earlier data c

tion effort that can be avoided during the second field campaign.

c. Other Research Activities

In addition to the basic research that will lead to improved numerical techniques to diag

consistent mass, wind, and thermal fields in stable boundary layers, we intend to participate

sively in the VTMX program in collaboration with other researchers. For example, the two s

dents proposed to be supported as part of this research project would participate in field
1717
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operations; former students Craig Clements and Lacey Holland gained valuable experience

ing with laboratory scientists in the field. The lead Principal Investigator will also assist with lo

coordination for the field campaign as needed. We expect to assimilate as many observatio

temperature, wind, moisture, and pressure in quasi-real time during the IOPs as possible to

in field operations and to provide quick-look resources for the researchers following the field

gram.

As the research-quality field experiment data from the second field campaign become a

able, we propose to analyze the 3-dimensional structure of the boundary layer at 500 m hori

resolution with 50 vertical layers below crest level during the IOPs. The analyses will be cre

at 15 minute intervals to define the temporal evolution of the vertical motion field. These ana

will provide support for both observational and modeling studies by integrating conventiona

observation sources (surface and upper air observations, aircraft reports, etc.) with the unc

tional data streams collected during the field program in addition to producing data sets fro

which to initialize and evaluate numerical simulations. We expect to collaborate extensively

groups collecting observations in order to provide some context for their observations relat

those collected in other parts of the basin.

We also intend to support the VTMX program by accessing, archiving, and disseminatin

weather observations throughout the West. This ongoing effort has been relied upon by ma

VTMX researchers. Significant improvements have been made since the first field program

(including additional observations in the Salt Lake Valley) and data collection now spans th

entire nation. This data resource provides a means to contrast the role of vertical mixing and

port in the Salt Lake Valley to other urban basins around the nation. Similar to the support 

vided during the first field program, seven portable surface weather stations are proposed t

deployed in coordination with the proposed study by Greg Poulos and Joseph Warne, Colo

Research Associates, and Jim Steenburgh, University of Utah. Several of those portable st

will be deployed along the Traverse Ridge at the southern end of the Salt Lake Valley in or

deduce the role of interbasin transport; others will be deployed at locations necessary to fil
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gaps in the observational network and thereby improve basin-wide estimates of horizontal 

gence and vertical motion.
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5. Programmatic Issues

a. Joint Proposal

A cover letter is attached to this proposal that repeats the following information in order

explain the programmatic benefits for this joint proposal from the University of Utah and Flo

Institute of Technology rather than a subcontract from one university to the other. Drs. Horel,

arus, and Potter were the Principal Investigators of the project funded during the past 4 yea

the University of Utah as part of the VTMX program. Dr. Potter retired last year and Dr. Laz

accepted a faculty position at Florida Institute of Technology during 2001. Drs. Horel and Laz

have continued to collaborate extensively on VTMX-related research with a subcontract from

University of Utah to Florida Institute of Technology. For example, Dr. Lazarus has served

actively on the M.S. committee for D. Myrick, who is nearing completion for the requirements

the M.S. degree. At this point in Dr. Lazarus’s career, it is important to establish funding dir

from the Department of Energy as opposed to continuing the present subcontract arrangem

will be equally beneficial for the Department of Energy to support his research directly.

b. Division of Research Effort and Timeline

Each Principal Investigator will lead clearly defined areas of research. Dr. Lazarus will le

the effort to develop variational constraints into ADAS that will help to define the three dime

sional wind field. The focus during Year 1 will be to implement and test the enhancement to

O’Brien technique described in Section 3a. Research will then continue during subsequent

to develop and test variational constraints to conserve mass in three dimensions. In additio

sions of the ADAS software appropriate for use in other modeling systems will be develope

the later years.

Dr. Horel will lead the software development to incorporate additional adjustments to th

ADAS weighting scheme and improve software to assimilate specialized observations durin

Year 1. Using computational resources available at the University of Utah, Dr. Horel will coo
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nate the reanalysis for the IOPs during October 2000 during Year 1. After the completion o

September 2004 field program, Dr. Horel will reanalyze the dynamical and thermodynamic

fields for the field program using all available observations in order to define the mass budg

the urban basin.

c. Budget Explanation

The major costs of the proposed research are partial support for 2 graduate stude

FTE at each university) and 1 month of summer salary for each Principal Investigator. T

expenses for the graduate student at Florida Institute of Technology for the period of the

experiment are also anticipated (airfare $600; 30 days per diem @ $30 per day; and lodg

days @ $65 per day) as well as partial support for Dr. Lazarus during that period (airfare $60

days per diem @ $30 per day; rental car $30 per day for 10 days; and lodging 10 days @ $

day). Dr. Lazarus will also attend one preplanning meeting at Salt Lake City (airfare $600, 1

lodging @ $70 and per diem $30). Travel expenses during the later years for Dr. Lazaru

required to attend VTMX planning meetings likely to be held in Salt Lake City and to facilit

research activities between the two university groups (2 trips to Salt Lake City per year: a

$600 each, 4 nights lodging each @ $70 per night; plus per diem @ $30 per day for four d

Travel costs for Dr. Horel are requested every other year to visit Florida Institute of Technolo

coordinate research and to attend national meetings to present research results in the a

years (airfare $600; 4 nights lodging each @$70 per night plus per diem @ $30 per day fo

days). Publication costs are expected during each year as a result of prior research that is

completion (Holland and Myrick thesis research, for example). Funds are requested for tec

supplies (computer disks, tapes, etc.) in order to store and archive data and the analyses

university.
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COMET

Steven Lazarus
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Convection in the NCEP Global Model  (co-PI)
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